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An experime nt by I\:a nt o J', r ep o rt in g res ul ts in s ha r p contr a dictio n to E instein 's Seco nd
Post ul ate, wa s repeated using t he co here nt li g ht of a laser. The res ults were fo un d to be
consiste nt w ith t lw S pecial Th co ry of R elat ivi t.v . It IS co ncluded that t ile ballist ic hy pot hes Is
of li O'h t pro pagat io n d isrega rdin g t he ef1'rct of ail' is in co rrect. It is po in t ed o ut t hat t he
d ire;t experim entn l e vidence in fa vor of E in stein 's Seco nd P ost ulate is s ur p ri sin gly meage r
a nd f urth er experi ments t o con firm o r rej ect t he ballistic h y pot hesis a re envisaged.

1. Introduction
T he resul ts of an experimen t r epor ted by K an tor
[1962] sharply con tradicted Einstein 's postulate of
the cons tant velocity of ligh t a nd seemed to give
strong suppor t to the " ballistic" t heory of ligh t,
accord ing Lo which the velocity of lig ht is
c = co+ v

(1)

where v is t he velocity of the source with r espect Lo
t he obser ve r and co= 3 X 108 m/soc is the velocity of
ligh t wit h r espect to its source; t his theory will
explain most direct experiments if on e regards
reflecting or transpal'en t obj ects as secondary sources
r eradiating t he inciden t ligh t with a veloci ty given
by th e same formula a nd independen t of the velo city
of t he inciden t ligh t. K antor 's resul ts also indicated
t hat the air would no t , over short distances, significantly decelera te ligh t by reradiation .
An analysis under tak en by one of us [Beckmann
1963] shows that K an tor 's r esul t is not as impossible
as on e migh t, at first sigh t, conclude in view of the
successes a nd correct predictions of t he Special
Theory of R elativity in elemen tary-par ticle physics.
The experiment was t herefor e r epea ted (in air) with
two modifications : coheren t light of a laser was used
in the experiment, a nd au tomatic syn chroni zation
was achieved by a chopping mirror. Our r esult cont radicts K a ntor's obser vations and is consistent with
Einstein's postulate in gener al and t he findings of
B abcock and B ergman [1964] in particular.
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2. Necessity of Checking Einstein's Second
Postulate
The reason why K an tor's res ults and in terpretation migh t indeed h aye been correc t and could not
simply be dismissed as a sin gle report in ~he fa~e of
overwhelmin g evidence to the con trary IS, brIefly,
th e followin g:
A single and unfinish ed attemp t to found new
electrodyn amics [Ri tz, 1908] which would bo th
comply 'with the Galilei prin ciple of relativity (as
distinct from Loren tz-relatiyi ty) and also agree wi th
all experimental meas urements h as fai13d, bu t there
is n o a priori reason to believe th at such an attemp t
m ust always b e doomed to failure; it is th erefore
incorrect to invoke the successes of the Einstein
theory, as far as they ar e direc tly or indirec tly b ased
on our presen t ~ax well-Loren tz electrodyn amics, as
proof of th e Second Pos tula te : it could still b e t hat
the Lorentz t ransformation is only the ri gh t equivalence-formula correcting inaccura te electrodynamics (for high velocities) by adequa tely deforming
sp ace and time. An experiment to confirm 01' r eject
this possibility must therefore t est the constancy of
th e speed of light by direct measuremen t and wi tho~ t
inferences based on our present electromagnetIc
theory . This requirement rules ou t practically all
elementary-particle experiments.
F rom ano ther
point of view, it has already been pointed out by
Fox [1962] and Dingle [1960a, b, c] that neither double
stars nor high-energy p articles give any clear-cut
evidence in favor of the Second Postulate. Also,
some th eoretical difficulties in the Einstein theory
h ave been discovered ; one of the most perplexin g
paradoxes (th at seems to h ave gone unanswered)
is th e velocity of propagation of a Doppler effect
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discovered by Dingle [1960b]. The direct laboratory
experiments performed with light to settle the
question of a dependence of the velocity of light on
that of its source [Tolman, 1910, 1912; Majorana,
1917, 191 8a, 1918b, 1919; Tomaschek, 1924; BonchBruyevich and NIolchanov, 19561 do not contradict
the abo\'e type of a ballistic theory, for the intent of
these experiments is always thwarted by the presence
of a beam splitter of other glass object, wh ich according to the hypothesis under consideration would
act as a secondary source and reradiate the inciden t
light, decelerating it to the yelocity Co • . These
experiments are therefore irrelevant. 2 The one
exception is Michelson's experiment with rotating
mirrors [1913]; however, for this experiment the
hypothesis under consideration (which :Michelson
failed to consider fully) leads to a result not well
outside the experimental error. That the conclusions
drawn from the above experiments went unchallenged
for half a century is easily understood when it is
remembered that the question of a possible dependence of the velocity of light on that of its source
was never under dispute in the great controversy
between the ether and relativity theories, both
theories denying any such dependence. 3
From the aboYe points of view the evidence contradicting Kantor's result, far from being overwhelming, was thus found to be very meager and it
was therefore considered important to repeat the
experiment.

3. Experimental Setup and Measurements
The experimental setup is shown schematically in
fi.gure 1. Th.e beam from a h'ylium-neon laser
(8pectra-PhyslCS Model 130, 6328 A, 0.2 to 0.5 mW ,
diameter of beam 2.5 mm, divergence 80 sec of arc) is
reflected from the chopping mirror (eM) and the
2 In t he I ves-Stilwcll t y pe of expcriment t he velocity of t he ions is not m easured directl y, but inferrcd from electromagnetic t heory (the Lorentz force law).
3 W e consider thc ether t heory t horoughly disproved and disregard it t.hroughout t his paper.
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Schemat'ic drawi ng of the experimental setup.

stationary mirror (8M) into the beam splitter (BS) ,
where it is split into a reflected and a transmitted
beam. Both beams traverse the loop of a Fizeau
interferometer [Born and , Volf, 1959, p. 301] in
opposite directions, are reunited by the beam splitter
and form interference fringes localized at infinity,
which may be observed through a telescope. Both
beams passed through glass windows (W) of thiclmess
0.15 mm. The windows (1 cm by 1 cm) were
mounted on a rotor, at equftl distances from its axis
of rotation , their centers 24.4 cm apart. The rotor
was rotated by an electric motor, the speed of which
could be varied and reversed. The chopping mirror
was also mounted firmly to the rotor so that the
interferometer was in action only at the momen t when
the windows were in the position shown in figure 1;
if the rotor was off the perpendicular position by
more than 0.5 °, the chopping mirror diverted tlte
incoming ray from its path into the interferometer
and nothing could be seen in the telescope. The
interferometer was alined by adjusting t he position
of the beam splitter and the mirrors (M ) . It was
first adjusted in collimated white light by mftking tlte
two images of a pin mounted in front of the source
coincide; similarly, the two images of the laser spot
(projected through the telescope onto a screen) were
made to coincide. In addition, the actual coincidence of the reflected ftnd transmitted loops could
easily be ched;:ed, owing to the smftll diameter of the
laser beftm, at ftny point along the loop of the interferometer by inserting ft piece of tran slucent paper
and alternately interrupting the reflected and transmitted beams: the two spots were coincident on the
paper. In this way a zero fringe (uniform illumination throughout the field of view) was obtained and
the beam splitter was then very slightly rotated about
its vertical axis , thus very slightly displacing the
reflected from the transmitted loop and giving rise to
low-order fringes . By progressively covering up
each of the windows with a sheet of paper, it was
verified that both beams passed through both windows ; this was also confirmed by observing the
reflection on the rotating windows in the dark. The
coherence of the laser light introduces some additional
fringes; e.g. , by interference of the light reflected
from the front and back surfaces of the beam
splitter (which is , of course, too thick to produce
interference fringes in incoherent light). These
unwanted fringes were suppressed by screening off
the unwanted rays (fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the
entire setup and figure 4, a detail of the rotor with
the chopping mirror and the windows.
If now the rotor is rotated so that the windows
attain a circumferential , -elocity which, during the
pertinent fraction of a degree of rotation, is for all
practical purposes uniform along the beams of light
passing through them, the Einstein theory predicts
no fringe shift (except one due to the dragging coefficien t in the windows; this is easily shown negligible
and unobservable), whereas the ballistic hypothesis
in its reradiation version predicts a fringe shift, since
the windows would accelerate the light traveling
around the loop in the direction of rotation of the
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windows and d ecelerate it for tb e loop in the opposi Lo
direction . Th e correspondin g calculation [Kantor,
1962] yield s a rel atiye frin ge shift
(2)

wi th respect Lo th e frin ges wilen LiJ e windows arc
stationary. On reyersin g the motor tlte shif t should
t herefore be double thi s a moun t , i. e., 4(j 1./ A. In t llis
formul a, L is th e length of the in terferom eter (fig. 1) ,
A the wll,yelength of th e light and {3 = v/co, wb ere v is
th e circumferential yelocity of th e windows .
In our case L Wa S l. 572 Ill , A= 6 .328 X 10 - 7 m , and
mos t m easuremen ts were Laken aL a speed of 2] 00
rpm of th e motor, making {3 = 8.94 X lO - 8 . On
reversin g tb e mo tor, th e rela ti\'e shift predicted by
the b allis tic hypothesis, neglectin g th e effect of th e
air, is therefore 0.900 of a frin ge . A shift of this
magnitude would of course readily be de t ected in the
telescope, where j t would show against th e crosshair
of the telescope , Obsen 'ations were made as follows: The fringe pattern was observed relati\' e to
the telescope crosshair with the motor running at a
certain speed (measured by illuminating the rotor by
a Strobo-Tac) . The motor was then reversed by
suddenly reversing the field current. The fringe
pattern relative t o the crosshair was then continuously observed while the motor was slowing down,
gathering speed in the opposite direction and reaching a s teady speed (which differed only very slightly
from the one in the opposite direction). It is estimated that a shift of about 0.1 of a fringe would have
been detec ted ; but in fact no shift was observed,
Figure 5 shows a typical photograph of the fringes
for + 2100 and - 2100 rpm of the motor.
When th e b eam passed through the windows near
their edges (the entire assembly of the motor including the rotor with the windows could be raised and
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lowered with respect to the interferome ter , cf. fig, 4),
the bottom part of the fringes would CLllTe . This
distortion of the fringes increased with yelocity and
might easily be mistaken for a shift ; t hat this "shift"
was not, howe\,er, due Lo a change in tb e yelocity of
light (but evidently due to mechanical deformation s
of the rotating windows a nd possibly also to the
turbulent and compressed air in their \'icinity) was
shown by reversin g the motor- the " shift" did not
change direction.
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4 . Conclusions
Our result is in agreement with that of Babcock
and B ergman [1964] and contradicts that of Kantor
[1962]. It is also consistent with the Special Theory
of R elativity.
We conclude that the ballistic hypothesis in the
reradiation version with air at atmospheric pressure
having no substantial effect (i.e., not completely
preventing a possible change in the velocity of
light) is incorrect.
The next step to check the possible validity of the
ballistic hypothesis is to repeat the experiment in
vaCUWll, thus removing objections that the air
might decelerate the light. This has already been
done by Babcock and Bergman [1964], and also by
Rotz [1963], who used a three-sli t interferometer
with one of the sli ts moving. Theil' results are
again negative. H owever, to make such experiments
completely conclusive, the interferometer path should
be as free of air molecules as possible. One might,
for example, require that the great majority of
photons traveling along the interferometer will not
collid e with air molecules. Calculations [Beckmann
and Mandics, 1965] show that the vacuum used
by Babcock and Bergman (10- 2 torr) or Rotz
(10 - 4 torr) was not high enough to meet this requirement; the necessary vacumn is of the order of
10- 10 torr.
It was therefore decided to perform a further
test of the ballistic hypothesis in a much higher
vacuwn. The interferometer described above was
not used in this experiment, as it m ay cause a fringe
shift by mechanical deformation of the rotor and
the windows at hig h speeds. The test used a Lloyd
mirror with the moving parts outside the in terferometer, thus precluding a shift due to mechanical
deformations. This experiment, performed in a
vacuum better than 10- 6 torr, once more yielded a
negative result as will be reported elsewhere [Beckmann and Mandics, 1965].
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